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Background:

•We started in 1995 as a small operation consisting out of 3 staff members. We 

concentrated in the Pretoria region and later we have grown and were able to 

take on bigger contracts as well as work countrywide.

•Today our staff consist out of about 40 people excluding subcontractors. 

•We have since 2009 aimed to become BEE compliant. We have been very 

closely involved with all our staff, working to empower them. Not only with 

developing their work skills but in their personal environment  as well. 

•We are proud to say that we have assisted, trained and empowered a number of our 

previous employees, to start their own businesses. They are now fully independent. 

We are also busy with them to work out a plan for the next 5 years to be able to still 

improve our empowerment program. 

•We specially like to be involved in new projects like pilot shops, new look or make-

over projects. We have been involved in quite a number of such projects working 

closely with companies like Thor on design, project management etc. and finding 

solutions that achieve the clients perspective and goal on the projects. 

•We recently converted from a CC to Pty(Ltd). 

•We can also proudly confirm that we have never been insolvent or sequestrated.



•The client and his needs are the most important to us.
•Another big concern in our company is to provide for our staff 
and to be able to achieve that, we need to at all times: 

Give the best quality of service to our clients.

To be proud of our work and give a quality finished product.

Meet our deadlines .

Give competitive pricing.

Honesty between our company and the clients.

Objectives:



•In order to achieve and deliver each individual company ‘s specific 
requirements, it is important to know and understand the environment 
and nature of  the client’s business.

•Each client is unique and we customize our service to fit their 
requirements.

•One of the many important objectives is the Timing and Planning of 
the project.

•Deadlines need to be met without compromising quality.

Objectives:



Site surveys.

Basic floor plans and layouts.

Turnkey projects which include: 

Signage proposals.

Signage to clients specs.

All that involves the construction/completion of the site.

Electrical reticulation.

Flooring

Data & tel reticulation.

Shopfronts

Shopfitting and furniture.

Anything else the client might require involved on site.

Re-instatements

Overview:



•Nedbank (Pieter van Aswegen)

•Thor Consultants (Miles Parr)

•Profica (Lello Galliano/Riaan Pretorius)

•African Bank (Johan Hatting)

•Capitec Bank (Brian Webster)

•Absa (Pieter Louw)

•Insguard (Hannes van Rooyen) 

•Sasol Pension fund (Ruphert Pohl)

•Moolman Group (Jaco Geldenhuys)

•Capital Land (Johan Rossouw)

•Samsung (Thor)

•Panasonic (Thor)

•Emirates (Thor)

•Nandos (Thor)

•Kauai, Exclusive Books, Dakota Design (Thor)

•Studio 16 Design, Thor Projects, Avaya (Thor)

Clientele:



Some of our projects regards construction in turnkey projects as well as 

involvement in new designs and Pilot stores.

Capitec BankAfrican Bank

ABSA Training Facility Nedbank Branches

Projects:

Nandos



Since 1995 we have been doing 
shopfitting and joinery, always striving to 
be better than the previous.

We have a specialized dedicated joiner 
that specifically does all of the shopfitting
and joinery items to meet the designers 
approval.

Shopfitting & Joinery:



We have 17 years of experience in different kinds of projects 

from new and pilot shops, roll-outs, revamps, etc.

We are a preferred Nedbank supplier and will continue to strive 

to better our level of service and adjust to the needs of all our 

clients.

Please be assured that we handle each and every project with 

the highest priority to make it successful and enable the client to 

gain the most and achieve their goals.

We have expertise in every department that we list on our 

services with the same amount of experience.

We have the ability to expand our workforce according to the 

demand of workload and a project in order to successfully meet 

our requirement of our client base/portfolio

Operational Objectives:



Ferdie Pretorius(MD)

Viona Pretorius Admin & Financial 

Caricke (Opps Administrator) 

Admin Dept Electrical Dept 

Structure:



Fritz (Senior Opps Manager) 

Data Dept 

John (Senior Site Manager) 

Johannes (Senior Site Manager) 

Shop front Dept 

Charles (Senior Manager) 

Furniture & Woodwork Dept 

James (Senior Site Manager) 

Specialist Suppliers 

( Site specific Senior Managers) 

General Staff 



Availability of products is dependant on the suppliers which we will constantly 

check with the client and raise early alert if there is a problem with any material 

needed to manufacture/procure/supply any product.

Normal Lead time of between 3 - 6 weeks apply to all orders on Joinery. This 

however depends on availability of stock on materials, quantities and type.

If proper delivery dates are supplied, needed items will be manufactured 

according to that.

Supply will be adjusted according to the demand.

Installations will be coordinated with the relevant PM and contractor with 

proper dates provided.

Operational guidelines:



Understand Clients needs and requirements.

Analyze all aspects for any hazards or delays 

and develop hazard control.

Perform Work.

Monitor the whole process.

Give feedback to client.

Management controls & model:



Clients 

Needs:
Customer Specifications

Applicable regulatory 

requirements

Engineering Drawings

Materials

Contractual Requirements

Analyse aspects for hazards

Know any implications in our industry

Be aware of any changes in our suppliers industry, so 

we can act to prevent any delays

Be aware of our employees’ concerns to  prevent any 

strikes.



Monitor the whole process

•Effective communication between staff and 

managers

•Effective communication between 

Managers and Suppliers

•Inspection on site

•We will make sure all necessary equipment are 

available and checked for safety.

•Projects will be handled on time

•All Hazard controls will be implemented

Client will receive feedback on a regular basis.

Perform work:

I personally oversee all projects. If I am not 

available someone appropriate to the project will 

be appointed.

Our qualified foremen in their respective fields 

report to me on a daily basis.



Operational Plans: How do we intend on 

managing the portfolio:

•We try to improve our  management controls on a daily basis through skills 

development and other training programs.

•We are always striving to improve our BEE level. Currently proudly level 2.

•We have a good relationship with our clients to ensure future projects.

•We are always making sure we have a good relationship with a variety of 

suppliers, in case of products needed.

•Keeping up with latest technology, but also making sure it’s environmental 

friendly will also help us managing our portfolio..

I will personally follow up on the projects from the start of the project, 

straight to the end



•We have recently upgrade our fleet to more fuel efficient new vehicles to 

lower our footprint on emission drastically 

•Sourcing and promoting a product range to minimize the environmental 

impact of both production and distribution. 

•Meet or exceed all the environmental legislation that relates to the Company. 

•By proper planning we also try and reduce our travel and trips. 

•Where possible and it is allowed by the clients specification we use recycled 

products as far as possible. 

•By working and storing information electronically we achieve to limit our paper 

usage.

•We constantly engage in extending this list. 

•Further we support Charity initiatives such as the annual Nedbank Golf Day 

as well as feeding schemes. 

•We also donate to other Charity organizations Annually which is necessary for 

our BEE rating. 

Environmental:



We have the necessary equipment and machinery to manufacture, install and 

produce the needed products as we have proven over the time to our clients.

Technology:



Contigency Plan:

In 22 years we never had an interruption of business.

In terms of supply we have good relations with all suppliers and companies 

with relations over 20 years. 

They provide us with the necessary materials to complete our goals.

We never had an internal strike in the lifespan of our company. This speak 

of the good relations we have with our staff. 

We strive to the best we can to prepare for any upcoming external strikes 

or disruption of services, to be pro-active to prevent the least possible delays 

on projects.



We have very good relationships with suppliers and are always able to deliver if 

the needed products are available in the country.

We make use of several suppliers to ensure that we will get the product we 

need. Even if it is not available we will source another material to ensure that we 

can produce the needed product to the satisfaction and approval of the client.

We use BEE compliant suppliers to be able to achieve and maintain our BEE 

score. We want to  maintain a good BEE level to ensure that we can add the 

most value to our client as well as whomever benefits from that. 

Suppliers:



Thank you for the 

opportunity to introduce 

our company  and please 

feel free to contact us 

should you need any 

further information or 

documentation.

we hope that we might be 

of service in future. 


